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Date Nov 12, 2021 

Workshop on Stand-up Against Street Harassment Time 12::1:30 PM 

           Resource Person : Mr Salman ( Trainer) 

 

A workshop was organized by the Gender Sensitization and Equality Initiative Club in collaboration 

with Breakthrough India for the prevention of Street Harassment for Students. This orientation 

workshop was organized for students who have joined the Institute in this Academic Year. The 

objectives of orientation were to sensitize the students against street harassment at the workplace and 

campus and make them aware of the policy on these issues and the support system available at the 

Institute. The distinguished speaker namely, and Mr Salman had organised many workshops for 

different organisations on the prevention of street harassment. L’Oréal Paris and the NGO Hollaback! 

have therefore joined forces to protect the self-worth of women and men, creating a set of proven tools 

to help people safely intervene when they are a victim or witnesses to harassment in public spaces. The 

goal of the Stand-Up program is to train 1,000,000 people to become Upstanders and ultimately build 

a culture where street harassment is seen as unacceptable behaviour as some facts and initiatives shared 

by the speaker. 

 

Ms Sarita Garg Associate Professor Department of Business Administration, MAIMS welcomed the 

speaker with planter 

 

“Harassment chips away at who we are and challenges our self-worth. The good news is there is 

something all of us can do to change it. We’re proud to partner to show the world that we all have the 

right to be who we are -- whatever that means that day, "that hour, that minute. " quoted by Mr Salman 

( the speaker ) 

Mr Salman mentioned an end to violence and discrimination against women and girls, by addressing 

the cultural norms that perpetuate harmful, discriminatory practices. The organisation uses deep 

cultural insight along with media, the arts and popular culture to create non-threatening counter- 

narratives that inspire people into taking action and preventing violence against women. 

Breakthrough's award-winning campaigns, like BellBajao, have been instrumental in building a global 

movement on issues like domestic violence - bringing the issue into the public domain and building 

bystander action by negating notions of violence being a private matter. Students had great interaction 

and discussions with examples and activities and open the horizons to stand up against it. 

He also mentioned that “No witness does not mean false complaints." He also stated that RTI is not 

applicable. 

In the end, many students asked questions of the guest speakers. The speaker and guest speakers cleared 

their doubts. 

Prof. Dr Ravi Kumar Gupta, Director MAIMS, Ms Sumedha Dutta, President MACS enlightened the 

students with her presence. 

Ms Nirati Gupta, Assistant Professor, Department of Law MAIMS, delivered the webinar summary. 

At the closing, Dr Shaveta Gagneja, Convenor GSEI, gave the participants a vote of gratitude. 



  

 
 

 
 

 


